
HUMANS
Not everyone who’s important 
in  the world of super-heroes 
has super-powers. The 
supporting cast plays  an 
especially important role in 
these kinds of books. Some are 
able assist the heroes with 
information or favors, while 
o thers s imply provide 
emotional support. Some, like 
J. Jonah Jameson, are 
antagonists who seek to bring 
down the hero  at  any 
opportunity they can find 
(legally or illegally)! And don’t 
forget that any supporting 
guest star, beloved or hated by 
the heroes, can also make a 
great hostage! 

This section features six 
important  supporting roles 
from the pages of Spider-Man, 
Punisher, and Daredevil. You 
can use these people in your 
own campaign or they can 
serve as inspiration for creating 
your own original  cast of 
supporting characters.

Mary Jane Watson-Parker “Face it, 
Tiger, you just hit the jackpot!” With those immortal  words, 
Mary Jane Watson walked into Peter Parker’s life and has 
played a pivotal role there ever since. She was often called 
“the original party girl” by friends, always  hiding her true 
feelings behind the façade of a bubbly personality. But, as 
Peter would one day discover, there is much more to MJ than 
meets the eye. 

Both Peter’s  Aunt May and MJ’s Aunt Anna had been 
trying to set  them up on a blind date for years. Peter and Mary 
Jane had other priorities at  the time, though, and when they 
finally did meet, they were both pleasantly surprised at their 
mutual attraction. They dated a couple of times, but Peter 
drew closer to Gwen Stacy while Mary Jane started seeing 
Harry Osborn on a casual basis. Eventually, however, her 
relationship with Harry ended, due to his drug addiction. 
When Gwen Stacy was later murdered, it was Mary Jane who 
comforted Peter, and he soon realized there was more to MJ 
than the party-girl persona that she affected. The two 
eventually became lovers, but when Peter proposed marriage, 
MJ remained reluctant  to commit, claiming that  she was the 
sort of girl  that couldn’t be happy with just one man. 
Afterward, she left New York to further her modeling career 
in  Florida, but soon returned to rekindle  their friendship. 
Eventually, in an emotional confession, she revealed to Peter 
that she knew his secret. She also  shared secrets  of her own, 
including emotional abuse from her father, the death of her 
mother, and her strained relationship with her sister. After 
finally opening up to him completely, Mary Jane accepted his 
second marriage proposal.  

Since then, MJ has done a lot of growing up. 
Professionally, she’s gone from struggling actress, to model, 

to  soap opera super-star, and 
back to  modeling again. But 
on  a more personal front, 
she’s stopped running from 
her past and has made peace 
with  her father and sister. 
She’s even proven herself to 
be brave in the face of 
adversity, having come face 
to  face with numerous 
enemies of Spider-Man. 
Although their relationship 
has its stormy moments, 
Mary Jane has proven to  be 
a true friend and a loyal 
companion. As true soul 
mates, Peter and MJ always 
seem to find their way back 
to  each other’s arms. 

Ben Urich One of 
the old-school reporters, Ben 
Urich is skilled and 
tenacious in pursuit of a 
story, but better still, he’s 
o f t e n  e x t r a o r d i n a r i l y 
successful.. His success has 

brought him a long and 
legendary career as  a crime reporter for The Daily Bugle, a 
career that has often brought him to the forefront of many 
super-powered battles. He has  often worked with  Peter Parker, 
the Bugle’s freelance photographer, and perhaps Parker’s 
sudden disappearances at  the scene of the crime was not lost on 
the sharp-nosed reporter . . . 

There was one time in particular that Urich uncovered a 
deeply-covered secret— the identity of Daredevil. He merely 
pieced together stories of Matt  Murdock and the sightings of 
Daredevil. After confronting Daredevil, who admitted the truth, 
Urich realized that  the benefit of the secret was better than the 
benefit of its revelation, and he buried  the story. Even when 
Daredevil’s secret identity was leaked to the public, Urich 
would never confirm the rumors. 

Urich’s most public outing was a book, The Destiny of  Evil, 
which told of Norman Osborn’s identity  as the Green Goblin. 
As a result, Osborn and his corporation caused no end of grief 
to  the Bugle and left Urich in disgrace. But in order to take 
down Osborn once and for all, Urich went to Spider-Man, 
confronting him with the suspicions of Parker’s identity. 
Together, they helped publicly expose Osborn.

Every hero needs a reporter in his lists of contacts. Spider-
Man has often asked Ben Urich for information or advice in 
tracking down a lead, and Daredevil considers Urich a steadfast 
help in his  pursuit  of justice. Of course, the help  goes both 
ways. Ben has often asked Spider-Man and Daredevil  for help, 
whether that’s helping save Liz Osborn and Normie Jr. From 
evil robots or rescuing the Kingpin’s long-lost wife.

J. Jonah Jameson J. Jonah Jameson is both the 
publisher and driving force behind The Daily Bugle. Jameson 
offers his readers shocking headlines and photos, dramatic 
scandals and gossip, and scathing editorials  (his personal 
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favorite!) On one hand, Jameson realizes the responsibility 
that comes with  his powerful position; he often crusades for 
civil rights, champions the working class, and speaks out 
against organized  crime. But heroes beware: Jameson scorns 
anyone he sees as “vigilantes,” anyone who operates outside 
of legitimate law and order, and especially anyone who uses a 
mask to hide his or her true identity. 

Jameson’s passion for journalism can be seen throughout 
his career. Even as a budding reporter, Jonah braved the risks 
when pursuing a story about police corruption.  The only 
paper willing  to participate in the risk was a down-on-its-luck 
Daily Bugle. The story launched both Jameson and the Bugle 
to  popularity. The two have been together ever since, 
especially once Jameson was able to buy the Bugle outright, 
creating Jameson Publications. Only twice has Jonah been 
separated from his  position— once when  the Puma bought 
the paper in hopes  of single-handedly changing its editorial 
stance on Spider-Man. The second happened when Norman 
Osborn wanted to strip away all  of Peter Parker’s sources of 
support— financially, personally, and spiritually. In both 
cases, Jameson was able to rise up from financial  hardship 
and reclaim the Bugle.

More often then not, the front page of the Bugle contains 
stories and photos that feature the exploits of Spider-Man. 
These stories, thanks to  Jonah’s creative editing, portray the 
hero as one of the worst  menaces the city  has ever seen— 
painting the image of a horrible vigilante who takes the law 
into  his  own hands and stops at nothing to  grab the spot light. 
Through relentless media attacks, Jameson has even managed 
to  turn a large portion of the populous  against  him and has 
had him branded as an outlaw on multiple occasions. 

Jameson’s pursuit  of Spider-Man (and other vigilantes) 
seems like a never-ending quest. In fact, J. Jonah  Jameson 
might  be one of the most dangerous enemies a hero like 
Spider-Man could ever face; while there are usually no 
physical battles  to be won, Jameson’s weapon of choice is the 
media, which he can use to slander, misquote, and destroy 
reputations at will.

Microchip When the Punisher needed someone to 
help design  and upkeep his specialized equipment, there was 
really only one place to go— Microchip.  A legend among 
underground computer networks, Microchip is an expert in 
computer programming, information gathering, and special 
gadgets and weapons design. For the Punisher, Microchip 
helped create and outfit  his signature van and various “war 
wagons,” amongst other equipment. Although he most  often 
uses his skills in hacking and communication from a secure 
location, this  doesn’t mean that Micro can’t help in the field; 
he has often aided the Punisher on his missions, providing 
backup or a second set of eyes (or shotguns.)

Microchip has a personal agenda for helping vigilantes. As 
Linus Lieberman, he had everything going for him— a 
prestigious scholarship, a loving girlfriend, and a best friend. 
But  it all  came crashing down when his friend coerced him to 
hack into the college to change his  grades. It started a slippery 
slope that ended with Linus caving in to  electronically 
stealing from a bank. The bank turned out to  be affiliated with 
the mob, and Linus had to change his name and go on the run.  
Perhaps it’s this that  keeps him partnered with the Punisher, 
another man who lost everything to organized crime. 

Foggy Nelson Franklin “Foggy” Nelson was the 
roommate and eventual business  partner of Matt Murdock.  
Their powerful  friendship started during their time at 

Cambridge Law School.  He was always willing to give Matt 
both  advice and trust.  After Matt’s involvement with Elektra 
Nachios, which Nelson did not approve of, they both 
transferred to Harvard to finish out their schooling. Upon 
graduation, they opened their own legal practice with their 
combined legal knowledge and money from Nelson’s father. 

Foggy has met with  both success and failure over the years. 
He helped to grow his  initial firm to a mediocre success, but 
failed to become a District Attorney after being implicated with 
a rigged election. He later became a D.A. with Murdock as his 
Special Assistant, but was urged to set his sights on becoming 
governor of New York by an overzealous media. 
(Unfortunately, he became the target of blackmail by the villain 
Mr. Kline and lost a high-profile case against Murdock 
involving the Black Widow, losing his candidacy and his 
position  as D.A.) He was a corporate lawyer for Kelco 
Industrials, but he soon quit  in protest  when he learned its true 
owner was Wilson Fisk. He and Matt reestablished their small 
firm, only to be forced to sidestep over the overwhelming 
media attention of Daredevil’s no-longer-secret identity.

Regardless, being one of the close friends of Murdock, 
Foggy knows of his  friend’s ”Daredevil” lifestyle and often 
worries about his safety.  However, he covers  for any absences 
of his friend, even at great cost to himself. 

Aunt May This section would  not be complete without 
mentioning one of the most important  supporting characters in 
the Marvel Universe, Peter Parker’s beloved Aunt May.   It  was 
she and her husband, Ben Parker who lovingly cared for young 
Peter after his own parents were killed.  Aunt May and  Uncle 
Ben worked hard to  instill the values  of respect and 
responsibility in the child, and together, the three soon became 
a close-knit family. 

After losing her husband to violence, May often worried 
about her “fragile” teen-age nephew. She doted on him and 
tried to shelter him from all  potential harm— a goal 
complicated by constant  financial worries, her own fragile 
health, and Peter’s frequent disappearances and awkward 
excuses. When Peter got his job at The Daily Bugle to help pay 
the bills, she worried that his  picture-taking would take him 
dangerously close to the front lines of superhuman battles, 
particularly that “distasteful” Spider-Man, who, in her mind, 
exemplified the crime and violence in the perilous world 
beyond the Forest  Hills suburbs. Peter hated lying to his aunt, 
and he only kept it up because he thought it was necessary to 
protect her, physically  and mentally. This conflicting way of 
life continued until recently, when May finally discovered the 
truth. She arrived  at Peter’s  apartment, finding him sleeping off 
the exhaustion of crime-fighting with his Spider-Man costume 
and equipment nearby. The two shared a deep heart-to-heart, 
breaking into a new life of honesty and openness in the 
process.

Although at times she might seem to be just a weak and 
defenseless old  lady, nothing could be further from the truth. 
Like Peter, May always maintains an iron will  in the face of 
great adversity, never giving up on life, even despite her 
nagging health. She’s come face-to-face with villains such as 
Dr. Octopus, the Beetle, the Green Goblin, Mysterio, and the 
Vulture and still lives to tell the tale. She’s been held hostage, 
kidnapped, and has even had her own death faked on multiple 
occasions. Having discovered Peter’s secret, she is now 
seemingly tougher than ever. She’s  even become one of Spider-
Man’s greatest fans, defending his  public image.  Now, with no 
more lies between them, May Parker and her nephew share a 
deeper relationship, one of honesty, trust, and mutual support. 
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THE GOBLIN LEGACY

Norman Osborn, head of OsCorp, was always an insanely 
ruthless businessman— it was only after accidental  exposure 
to  a strength-enhancing formula that he became truly insane. 
The formula gave him superhuman abilities, and he used it 
and other devices created by his company to become the 
Green Goblin. Norman  was determined to  become the leader 
of New York’s underworld, an objective that  was  thwarted 
time and again by Spider-Man. 

Knowing that  killing Spider-Man would strengthen his 
reputation in the criminal underworld, Norman devised a plan 
to  discover Spider-Man’s secret identity. He created a 
compound that  dulled  Spider-Man’s spider-sense, allowing 
him to follow Spider-Man home undetected. Using his 
knowledge of Spider-Man’s true identity, the Green Goblin 
snatched Peter Parker and carted him back to a secret hideout, 
where he revealed his own secret identity and initiated one of 
the most  harried  battles  of Spider-Man’s early carrier. Spider-
Man thought his troubles had ended when Norman Osborn 
was defeated— falling into electrical  wires and losing his 
memories of being the Goblin as well  as Spider-Man’s secret 
identity. Since Norman had no memory of his criminal past, 
Spider-Man let  him go.

This was not  to last, however. Norman’s memories 
returned, as did his insanity. Now, Norman was not only 
interested in being a criminal mastermind, but  he was also 
strangely intrigued by his enemy Peter Parker, often coveting 
him, in his  own twisted way, as his own son.  As the Green 
Goblin, he kidnapped Parker’s  girlfriend, Gwen Stacy, as a 
hostage atop the Brooklyn Bridge. In a titanic battle that 
would forever change Spider-Man, the Goblin threw Gwen 
off the bridge, and she was  killed. Spider-Man almost killed 
the Green Goblin in his fury and grief, but the Goblin 

impaled himself on his own glider during the battle, killing 
himself. 

Norman’s only son, Harry Osborn, had grown up unaware of 
his father’s unscrupulous practices as a businessman and super-
villain. He had even become Parker’s best friend during college 
and briefly dated Mary Jane. But after secretly witnessing the 
Goblin’s  “death,” he finally realized his dad’s alter ego. Harry 
had always been unstable, a condition worsened by his recent 
drug addiction. Now, grief-stricken over his father’s gruesome 
death, his mind finally snapped. Harry blamed Spider-Man and 
assumed the Green Goblin identity  to battle him.  Thankfully, 
Spider-Man was eventually able to defeat his friend and 
remand him to custody.  

Harry Osborn/Green Goblin II:  ABILITIES: Int: 3, Str: 5, 
Agi:  4, Spd: 3, Dur:  4; ACTIONS: Close Combat: 2 (Strength 
Bonus), Ranged Combat: 3 (Gauntlets, Grenades);  Business 
Skills:  3 (Intelligence Bonus), Vehicle Operation: 4 (Light 
Vehicles, Goblin Glider), Technology:  3 (Intelligence Bonus), 
Social Skills: 3  (Socialite, Industry, Drug Culture); 
MODIFIERS: Insane, Mental Defense: (+3); EQUIPMENT:  
Standard Green Goblin Equipment, Modified Goblin Glider: 
Speed: 5, Difficulty: 3, Vehicle Damage: 4, Maneuver 
Modifier: (+5), Defensive Modifier:  (+1).

Dr. Barton Hamilton, Harry Osborn’s psychiatrist, believed 
he had cured Harry of his insanity. But the lure of power was 
too much. Hamilton used his  knowledge of the Green Goblin 
legacy to take on the identity for himself. He even managed to 
infiltrate New York’s  criminal underworld and escape the reach 
of Spider-Man. To make matters more confusing, Harry 
escaped his captivity at  his asylum, making everyone wonder 
just  who exactly the Green Goblin was supposed to be. In a 
three-way battle between Spider-Man and two Green Goblins, 
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Harry and Hamilton, Dr. Hamilton was killed when his own 
bomb exploded. 

Bart Hamilton/Green Goblin III:  ABILITIES: Int: 4, Str: 
2, Agi: 2, Spd: 2, Dur: 3; ACTIONS:  Close Combat: 2 
(Strength Bonus), Ranged Combat: 2, Psychiatry: 5 
(Intelligence Bonus), Social Skills:  2 (Psychiatric Community, 
Medical Community);  MODIFIERS: None; EQUIPMENT:  
Standard Green Goblin Equipment.

The Goblin legacy then took an unexpected turn.  A small-
time crook stumbled upon a “Goblin-Cave” (one of the secret 
lairs used by Norman Osborn) in the sewers. He sold the 
information to fashion designer Roderick Kingsley. Kingsley, 
who used questionable and ruthless business practices to 
develop a financial empire that reached far beyond the fashion 
industry, wanted to increase his physical power and strength 
as well. Using Osborn’s notes, he re-created the Goblin 
Formula without the side effect  of insanity. Kingsley then set 
out to rule New York's underworld as  the villainous 
Hobgoblin. Barely surviving his first  encounter with Spider-
Man, Kingsley then brainwashed news reporter Ned Leeds 
into  thinking he was the Hobgoblin, and Kingsley used Leeds 
as a puppet  for years. Even when the “secret” of the 
Hobgoblin’s identity was revealed with Ned Leeds’ death, 
Kingsley’s true involvement  was never revealed. Jason 
Macendale, once the villain Jack O’ Lantern, took over the 
Hobgoblin’s identity soon after. 

Roderick Kingsley/Hobgoblin I:  ABILITIES: Int: 5, Str: 5, 
Agi:  4, Spd: 3, Dur: 4; ACTIONS: Close Combat: 2 
(Strength Bonus), Ranged Combat: 2 (Firearms), Business 
Skills:  6 (Intelligence Bonus), Vehicle Operation: 4 (Armored 
Vehicles, Goblin Glider), Social Skills: 4 (Socialite, 
Professional Criminal, Fashion Industry, Underworld), 
Hypnotic Control: 5 (Brainwashing);  EQUIPMENT:  High-
Voltage Gauntlets with computerized firing mechanism: (+5), 
Razor-Edged Throwing Bats: (+1), Guns (+4), Other Standard 
Green Goblin Equipment.

Ned Leeds/Hobgoblin II:  ABILITIES:  Int: 3, Str: 2 Agi: 2, 
Spd: 2, Dur:  3; ACTIONS: Close Combat: 2 (Strength 
Bonus), Ranged Combat: 2 (Firearms), Vehicle Operation: 4, 
Journalism: 5 (Investigative Reporting), Social Skills:  3 
(Journalism Circles, Sources, Underworld); MODIFIERS: 
Brainwashed, Mental Defense: (+2); EQUIPMENT:  High-
Voltage Gauntlets with computerized firing mechanism: (+5), 
Razor-Edged Throwing Bats: (+1), Other Standard Green 
Goblin  Equipment.

Jason Macendale/Hobgoblin III:  ABILITIES: Int: 2, Str: 
2, Agi: 3, Spd: 3, Dur: 3; ACTIONS:  Close Combat: 5 
(Agility Bonus, Hand-to-Hand, Martial Arts, Marine Training, 
CIA Training, Dirty Tricks), Ranged Combat: 5 (Firearms, 
Grenades, Gauntlet Blaster), Acrobatics: 2 (Agility Bonus), 
Black Ops: 5 (Assassination, Explosives, Terrorism, 
Intimidation, Evasion), Vehicle Operation: 4 (Pogo Board, 
Goblin  Glider), Social Skills: 4 (Streetwise, Military Protocol, 
Professional Criminal, Underworld);  MODIFIERS: 
Reflexive Dodge: (+1);  EQUIPMENT: High-Voltage 
Gauntlets with computerized firing mechanism: (+5), Razor-
Edged Throwing Bats: (+1), Other Standard Green Goblin 
Equipment.

During this time, Harry became president of his father's 
company, helping to create the charitable Osborn Foundation. 
He eloped with his college sweetheart, Liz Allan. Together, 
they had a son, Norman Jr. Harry had a brief relapse into his 
Goblin  persona during a demonic invasion of New York. At 
the same time, the Hobgoblin sought out the arch-demon 
responsible for this “Inferno” and offered his immortal  soul in 
exchange for supernatural powers. The demon instead merged 

Macendale to a mentally unstable demon, transforming them 
into  a religiously fanatical  demonic entity. The Hobgoblin 
threatened to take little Normie Jr. on behalf of the demon, but 
Spider-Man and  Harry, as the Green Goblin, defeated him. 
Afterwards, Harry retired his Goblin identity once again. 

Later, after many internal struggles with the demon within 
him, Macendale finally  shook off the demon’s influence, 
physically separating himself from the entity. The entity  alone 
became known as the Demogoblin. The Demogoblin  terrorized 
New York for months. Little more than a fanatic, the creature 
believed its single-minded purpose was to destroy all who it 
considered “sinners,” which amounted to nearly anyone except 
for young children. The creature often clashed with Spider-
Man, but it also ran up against Venom and even Macendale’s 
Hobgoblin in its insane quest. Macendale, infuriated by its 
quasi-religious superiority, became determined to destroy it. 
Their final battle collapsed a church around them, and the 
Demogoblin stayed behind long enough to rescue a child  at  the 
cost of its own life.

Demogoblin:  ABILITIES: Int:  2, Str: 5, Agi:  4, Spd: 3, Dur: 
4;  ACTIONS: Close Combat: 2 (Strength Bonus), Ranged 
Combat: 2, Hell-Fire Blast: 8 (Armor Piercing, 2x Damage), 
Telepathy: 3, Vehicle Operation: 4  (Mystical Goblin Glider), 
Social Skills: 1 (Religious Zealot); MODIFIERS: Insane, 
Mental Defense: (+5); EQUIPMENT:  Mystical Pumpkin 
Bombs:  (+5), Mystical  Razor Bats:  (+2), Mystical  Goblin 
Glider: Responds to mental commands, can be mystically 
recreated if lost  or destroyed, Speed: 5, Difficulty: 4, Maneuver 
Modifier: (+4), Defensive Modifier:  (+1).

In a tragic side-effect of the Goblin legacy, Harry Osborn’s 
sanity began to slip away, and he began having visions of his 
father urging him to seek revenge on Spider-Man. As the Green 
Goblin, Harry launched a series of attacks on Peter Parker, 
culminating in a battle between himself and Spider-Man at the 
Osborn Foundation. Harry hoped that both he and Spider-Man 
would die, taking the Foundation with them, but  Parker 
reminded him that Mary Jane and Norman Jr. were trapped 
inside. In a final moment of clarity, Harry saved them all. 
Harry was able to profess  his friendship to Parker even  as he 
collapsed; he had succumbed, unfortunately, to the final 
symptoms of the Goblin Formula and died. 

Unknown to Harry, his father Norman had actually survived 
his own apparent death due to the Goblin  Formula’s healing 
properties. Norman now lived in Europe, having secretly 
amassed his wealth and influence. When he learned about the 
death of his son, he assumed that Spider-Man was responsible. 
He returned  to America to  launch a new plot to destroy Spider-
Man: an elaborate plan whereby the clone of Peter Parker, Ben 
Reilly, resurfaced to confront Parker. Just  when Parker thought 
he was at his lowest ebb, Osborn revealed himself and again 
donned the Goblin  costume. In the end, Ben Reilly sacrificed 
his life to save his "brother," but Osborn survived to continue 
plotting  behind the scenes.

Not all Green Goblins are insanely evil, of course. Phil 
Urich, an intern at the Daily Bugle and nephew of esteemed 
reporter Ben Urich, once stumbled upon a laboratory which 
belonged to Harry Osborn, hidden within an abandoned 
warehouse. When he heard trouble coming, he put on a new 
design of the old Green Goblin suit  and made his escape. Phil 
decided to use his powers  for good, battling against many other 
costumed characters, ranging from Hobgoblin and Arcade to 
Angelface and Joystick. But Phil  had a rough go of it, finding 
the hero’s life difficult. During a crisis upon New York City  by 
Onslaught, Phil’s Green Goblin suit (not to mention his own 
body) was severely damaged by a giant robot Sentinel. After a 
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great deal  of soul-searching, he returned to the lab where he 
originally found the outfit  and disposed of it. 

More recently, Phil joined a support group of other former 
teen heroes calling themselves  Excelsior. They hope to be 
able to intervene with young people who try to enter the 
dangerous life of superheroing. One of Phil’s  roles is  to drive 
the Excel, a small  aircraft whose controls  are configured to 
handle exactly like his old Goblin glider.

Phil Urich/Green Goblin IV:  ABILITIES: Int: 2/2, Str: 2/5, 
Agi:  2/4, Spd: 2/3, Dur: 2/4; ACTIONS: Close Combat: 2/2, 
Ranged Combat: 1/2, Lunatic Laugh:  0/5, (Attack vs. 
Durability, damage is  subtracted from target’s red stones of 
energy in Actions or Defense), Vehicle Operation: 3, Social 
Skills:  1 (College Culture);  MODIFIERS: None; 
EQUIPMENT: Standard Green Goblin  Equipment, High-
Tech Prototype Mask (Increases abilities to  greater levels 
whenever worn, enables  Lunatic Laugh), Modified Goblin 
Glider: Speed: 5, Difficulty: 3, Vehicle Damage: 4, Maneuver 
Modifier: (+5), Defensive Modifier:  (+1).

The fifth Green Goblin, a clone created by Osborn to do his 
bidding, first appeared as part of a plan to convince the public 
that Norman Osborn never was the Green Goblin. In the 
course of doing so, he kidnapped Norman's grandson, 
Normie, for ransom while he also ''attacked'' Osborn in public. 
Spider-Man and the new Goblin clashed, resulting to  the 
latter's apparent demise in an explosion. 

Roderick Kingsley, meanwhile, also feared for his secret 
identity. He was upset when Macendale announced that  Leeds 
was not the original Hobgoblin, as everybody thought. 
Fearing that his involvement with the Goblins might  be 
revealed, Kingsley reassumed the Hobgoblin identity and 
murdered Macendale. All his precautions, however, proved to 
be meaningless, when Leeds'  widow, Betty Brant  uncovered 
Kingsley's trail. With the help of Spider-Man, Brant managed 
to  lead Kingsley to justice. Kingsley, however, was busted out 
of jail by the fifth  Green Goblin who operated under orders 
from Norman Osborn. 

The fifth Goblin appeared again a couple of times, until 
Spider-Man finally managed to  unmask his foe. When Spider-
Man thought he saw the face of his  long-dead friend, Harry 
Osborn, the clone revealed the truth that he wasn't really 
Harry. He also  explained that the Goblin Formula was slowly 
killing him; a side-effect was causing his body to deteriorate. 
The clone melted to death shortly after his confession.

Osborn quickly resurfaced, however. He bought the Daily 
Bugle from his  old friend J. Jonah Jameson and proceeded to 
orchestrate multiple attempts on his  life. He also revived the 
Man-Wolf side of Jameson's  son, John. Spider-Man stopped 
both  machinations. Afterwards, in hopes of acquiring 
unlimited power, Osborn initiated and participated in the 
mystic ceremony called the Gathering of the Five. The ritual 
could confer each participant one of five mystical 
endowments: immortality, wisdom, power, madness, or death. 
Unfortunately, Osborn failed to gain the gift  of power, 
receiving only madness. The Green Goblin battled Spider-
Man once more in a fight that nearly toppled The Daily Bugle  
building  itself. The Goblin was defeated, although in his 
madness he believed he had won. Instead of being remanded 
to  custody, however, Norman was saved by the cult-like 
Scriers he had outfitted and used as his  agents. He was 
interred in a Swiss hospital until  he recovered. 

More relentless than ever, Norman Osborn wanted to 
corrupt Parker, turning him into a man insane with hatred like 
himself. He attacked Parker’s  friends and family, from Flash 
Thompson to Aunt May— even Normie Jr. wasn’t safe! 

Spider-Man fought the Green Goblin like never before, but 
when the time came to deliver a final blow, Spider-Man refused 
and decided to show mercy to his archenemy. He told Norman 
he would never give in to the bitterness Norman has brought  to 
his life, because giving in would taint the memory of Gwen 
Stacy, the first girl  he ever loved. By refusing to fight, Spider-
Man temporarily put a stop to Norman’s never-ending violence. 

Ultimately, it was Osborn’s own lust for power that 
ultimately did him in; the way he fiercely ran his company, 
including the mysterious deaths of key employees, raised 
suspicions from reporters of The Daily Bugle. Reporter Terri 
Kidder, in particular, was killed under Osborn’s bare hands 
when she tried to investigate. Rather than end suspicions, 
however, the Bugle staff went after Osborn en force, and 
Osborn, as the Goblin, went on a rampage. Luke Cage, Jessica 
Jones, and Spider-Man  finally defeated him in a very public 
display. And this  time, the police took Osborn into custody 
(hopefully) once and for all. 

The Goblin  legacy still  lives on, however, as the result  of a 
spontaneous affair between Gwen Stacy and Norman Osborn. 
Before her murder, Gwen hoped to  raise the twins, Gabriel  and 
Sarah, on her own with the support  of Peter Parker, but 
Norman wouldn’t stand for it. He kidnapped Gwen and killed 
her during that ill-fated battle between Spider-Man and himself 
and never revealed Gwen’s secret  to Parker. After his own 
apparent death, Norman secretly transported Gwen’s twins  to 
Europe, where they were raised with his servants. Due to 
Osborn’s Goblin Formula in  their blood, they possessed 
superhuman abilities and a rapidly aging/deteriorating 
physiology. However, Norman had always led them to believe 
that Peter Parker was their true father and that Parker  had 
abandoned them. 

When Gabriel and Sarah learned of Osborn’s outing as the 
Goblin, they travelled to America to  confront Parker, who they 
blamed for all  of Norman’s troubles. Parker was thrown into 
confusion, unsure of the exact nature of his foes, but he soon 
found the truth with the help of Mary Jane, with whom Gwen 
had confided in  before her death. On the top of the Brooklyn 
Bridge, the site of their mother’s death, Spider-Man confronted 
the twins and attempted to reveal the truth. Gabriel Stacy 
rejected the idea and attacked, being thrown from the scene. He 
turned to Osborn’s previous instructions, using a new Goblin 
Formula and costume to become the Grey Goblin. Sarah Stacy 
believed Parker, however, and she even helped Spider-Man 
defeat her brother.

Gabriel Stacy/Grey Goblin:  ABILITIES: Int: 7, Str: 6, Agi: 
4, Spd: 3, Dur: 4; ACTIONS: Close Combat:  3 (Strength 
Bonus, Hand-to-Hand, Martial Arts), Ranged Combat: 4 
(Firearms, Thrown Weapons), Acrobatics: 3 (Agility Bonus), 
Vehicle Operation:  4 (Goblin Glider), Social Skills: 2 
(Streetwise, Drug Culture); MODIFIERS: Insane, Mental 
Defense: (+6), Toughness: (+2), Healing Factor; 
EQUIPMENT: Standard Green Goblin Equipment.

The twins  were also on the run from a European drug cartel. 
Tragically, they had long since been dragged into a life of 
crime and drugs, forced into such dire situations in hopes of 
escaping their physical deterioration brought on by their 
advanced physiology. Sarah reached out to Parker as the only 
one she began to trust. Spider-Man and agents  of Interpol 
helped Sarah overcome her pursuers, but the Grey Goblin, 
insane from the effects  of the Formula, escaped. Sarah rejected 
her brother’s choice of violence and villainy and chose instead 
to  join Interpol as a superhuman agent.  Now, after all these 
years, there are two paths of Norman Osborn’s  Goblin 
legacy— one for evil, but the other for good.
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